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E: The Story of a NumberPrinceton Press, 1994
Maor attempts to give the irrational number e its rightful standing alongside pi as a fundamental constant in science and nature; he succeeds very well.... Maor writes so that both mathematical newcomers and long-time professionals alike can thoroughly enjoy his book, learn something new, and witness the ubiquity of mathematical ideas in...
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Get Ready for OpenIDConformix Technologies, 2008
This is the first book written on the OpenID system and it provides comprehensive information to beginners and mid level programmers of OpenID. The book includes topics like: o Introduction to identity management o Creating OpenID identities o Using OpenID to login to web sites o Understanding the OpenID protocol o Structure of OpenID messages o...
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The Method of Trigonometrical Sums in the Theory of Numbers (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2004
Since 1934 the analytic theory of numbers has been largely transformed by the \vork of Vinogradov. This \vork, which has led to remarkable ne\v results, is characterized by its supreme ingenuity and great power.

Vinogradov has expounded his method and its applications in a series of papers and in two monographs 1), which appeared in 1937...
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Meta-Learning in Computational Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	In the early days of pattern recognition and statistical data analysis life was
	rather simple: datasets were relatively small, collected from well-designed experiments,
	analyzed using a few methods that had good theoretical background.
	Explosive growth of the use of computers led to the creation of huge amounts of
	data of all kinds,...
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Building Web, Cloud, and Mobile Solutions with F#O'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		If you were to do a search right now for the hottest technology trends, you would see a
	
		consistent theme of focus on the technical areas of web, cloud, and mobile solutions
	
		combined with big data and economies of scale. With these trends comes a need for
	
		tools that allow technologists, such as you and me, to harness...
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Computability and Complexity Theory (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	This revised and extensively expanded edition of Computability and Complexity Theory comprises essential materials that are core knowledge in the theory of computation. The book is self-contained, with a preliminary chapter describing key mathematical concepts and notations.  Subsequent chapters move from the qualitative aspects of...
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Hands-On Oracle Application Express Security: Building Secure Apex ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	AT RECX we’ve been involved in the world of IT Security for more than a decade. We were

	involved in some of the fi rst penetration tests performed in the UK, where large organizations and

	government departments allowed ethical hackers into their networks to determine the risk they

	faced from what are now known as cyber attacks....
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Concise Dictionary of Biomedicine and Molecular BiologyCRC Press, 2001

	Rapid advances in science, medicine, and molecular biology have created a large amount of new information on biomedicine and molecular biology. Keeping up with the latest information can become a cumbersome task for professionals and students working in these fields. Updated to include new terminology and accurate characterizations of...
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Building Modern Web Applications Using AngularPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Learn about the core building blocks of Angular
	
		Build and architect high performance web applications
	
		Implement the latest JavaScript concepts in ECMAScript 2015, ECMAScript 2016, and TypeScript
	
		Leverage the latest Angular features to get the most out of your web...
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Lonely Planet Andalucia (Regional Guide)Lonely Planet, 2019

	
		Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher 

	
		Lonely Planet's Andalucíais your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Experience the Alhambra's perfect blend of architecture and nature, visit the...
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Linux All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
8 books in 1— your key to success with Linux!
   

   Your one-stop guide to working with various Linux distributions   

   Linux is hot! It's cost-effective, secure, and comes in a lot of varieties. And with this book to walk you through it, choosing and using a Linux distribution is...
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Introduction to Logistics Systems Planning and Control (Wiley Interscience Series in Systems and Optimization)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Logistic systems constitute one of the cornerstones in the design and control of production systems and the modelling of supply chains. They are key to a number of industries, and courses teaching logistics systems planning and control are becoming more widespread. Introduction to Logistics Systems Planning and Control is the first book to...
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